topological versions: In a weakly sequentially complete Banach lattice, the YosidaHewitt band decomposition and the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition (of Uhl) always coincide, whereas the Lebesgue band decomposition and the Lebesgue decomposition (of Rickart and Uhl) coincide if and only if the dimension of the Banach lattice is equal to one. For (order) countably additive vector measures, however, the Lebesgue null-set decomposition always coincides with the Lebesgue decomposition.
We conclude with some remarks and complements in Section 5.
Let us now fix some notation which will be used throughout this paper.
Let & be an algebra of subsets of some set Q. If the sets A, BeP are disjoint, then their union will be denoted by A + B. For detailed information on vector measures, Riesz spaces, and Banach lattices, we refer to the books by Diestel and Uhl [4] , Luxemburg and Zaanen [6] , and Schaefer [10].
Vector measures in a Riesz space
Throughout this section, suppose that E is an order complete Riesz space. A vector measure (t€a(£F, E) is positive if fi(A)eE+ holds for all AelF, and it is order bounded if sup^ \n(A)\ exists in E. Let oba{!F, E) denote the class of all order bounded vector measures in a{!F, E). Endowed with the canonical order, the class oba{3?, E) is an ordered vector space. More precisely, we have the following result:
Theorem 2.1. The class oba{^, E) is an order complete Riesz space, and the identities ill v and hold for all \i, (f>eoba(^,E) and Ae^. Moreover, if {u y eoba(^,E)\yeT} is a directed family which is bounded above, then holds for all
The proof of this result proceeds by standard arguments and is therefore omitted. A vector measure has a Jordan decomposition if it is the difference of two orthogonal positive vector measures. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following Jordan decomposition theorem which is essentially due to Faires 
Proof. Let us first study the properties of the class obca{!F, E). Consider n e oba{!F, E). If n is order countably additive and {A n e^\neN} is a sequence of mutually disjoint sets satisfying A:=Y_ l A n &S > ', then we have and, for all Be & and B n : = A n n B,
hence which yields |/z| e obca (J 5 ", E). Conversely, if \fj\ is order countably additive, then the same is true for n + and n~, and hence for \i. Therefore, the class obca(J%E) is a Riesz space and an ideal in oba(!F, E).
Furthermore, if {fi y e obca{!F, E) | y e F} is a directed family which is bounded above in oba{!F, E), then /*: = s u p r^v exists in oba(^, E), and we have /z(/l) = sup r n y {A), for all
We may and do assume that holds for all y e F . Then we have, for all yeT and for each sequence {A n e^\neN} of mutually disjoint sets satisfying A: = £ >!" hence /x(X) = sup r » y (A) S owhich yields ^ € obca(!F, E). Therefore, the class obca(!F, E) is even a band in oba(^, E) and, in particular, an order complete Riesz space.
Let us now study the properties of the class obpfa(^, E). Consider \i e oba{^, E). If \i is order purely finitely additive, then we have, for all <f>eobca(!F,F), \n\ A |$|;£|$|, hence \fi\ A \(p\eobca(^, E), and |/x| A |</>|g|/i|, which yields |/i| A | </>| = 0. Conversely, if n is such that |/i| A | </>| = 0 holds for all <j)eobca($',E), then we have 0 = 0 for all </ > e obca(&, E) satisfying |^|^|//|. Thus we have obpfa{3F, E) = obca{!F, E)
x . Therefore, the class obpfa{!F, E) is a band in oba(!F, E) and, in particular, an order complete Riesz space.
Finally, since the Riesz space oba{!F,E) is order complete, the bands obca(^,E) and obpfa(^,E) are projection bands, and oba(-^>E) is the direct sum of obca(^,E) and For the remainder of this section, let $ e oba(^, E) be a fixed vector measure and let B({(f)}) denote the principal band generated by {4>}.
A Proof. The classes c%^,E) and s%F,E) are ideals in oba(^,E), and we have c*(F,E)ns*(^,E) = {0}. Let us now show that oba(^,¥) is the sum of these ideals.
Consider \i e oba(^, E). We may and do assume that <f> and fi are positive.
Define
" is a cr-algebra and (j> is order countably additive, the class Jf is a a-algebra too. Clearly, Therefore, we have n Y e c%F, E) and n 2 e ^{^, E). Thus we have shown that c 0 (J*", E) and s\&, E) are complementary ideals in oba{^, E). It then follows that c\^, E) and s*(i 2r , E) are projection bands, and that oba{^, E) is the direct sum of c\&, E) and s\&, E). D
For the class of all order countably additive vector measures, the Lebesgue null-set decomposition theorem is essentially due to Pavlakos [8] ; see also Congost Iglesias [2] . Their result is a consequence of Theorem 2.6 since obca(^, E) is a band in oba(^, E).
More generally, all decomposition theorems of this section can be refined in the following way: If B is a band in oba(^, E) and n is a vector measure in B, then n + and /i~ are contained in B, and if ^ = /x 1 +/i 2 is the Yosida-Hewitt band decomposition, a Lebesgue band decomposition, or a Lebesgue null-set decomposition, of fi, then /i L and \i 2 are contained in B.
Let us finally compare the Lebesgue band decomposition and the Lebesgue null-set decomposition. From the following result, it can be seen that these two Lebesgue decompositions usually differ from each other, except for order countably additive vector measures in the case where the dimension of E is equal to one: Proof. We clearly have s^{3F, E) <~ {0} 1 . By the Lebesgue null-set decomposition, each vector measure fieB({<f>}) is the sum of a vector measure n^ec^tF,E)nB({</>}) and a vector measure /i 2 e s*(
Thus we have
Now suppose that the dimension of E is equal to one. Consider n e {(fr} 1 n obca(J*, E) and define i/r = |^>| -\n\. Then we have i/f + = | </>| and \\i~=\i. By the Hahn decomposition of i//, there exists a set ATeJ^ satisfying |0|(iV)-|-(i(Q\N) = O, which yields r , E). Thus we have {<f>} L n obca{^, E) = s*(^, E) n obca(J*, E), and consequently *(J% E) n obca{!F, E).
Finally, suppose that the dimension of E is greater than one. Then E fails to be totally ordered, and it follows from the subsequent Example 2.8 that there exists a cr-algebra J* and a vector measure <p e obca{^, E) satisfying c*(J*, E) n {0} 1 n obca{&, E) =/ = {0}.
• Example 2.8. Consider a super Dedekind complete Riesz space E which fails to be totally ordered. Then there exist x h x 2 e E satisfying x^x 2 and x 2 $,x 1 . and we havê ec*(^, E)n {<j)} L n obcaffi E). In addition, we remark that the vector measure <£-// does not possess a Hahn decomposition.
Vector measures in a Banach space
Throughout this section, suppose that E is a Banach space. 
. The class bva(^,E) is a Banach space for the norm ||"||(fi), and the restriction of ?E is an isometric isomorphism of bva{3F, E) onto J*?' (D, E). In particular, \\\li\\\(Q)^\\li\\(a) holds for all
In the previous result, the Banach space J5?'(D, E) can be replaced by the Banach space of all absolutely summing operators O-*E. This is due to the fact that D is an y4M-space.
A vector measure fj. (^,E) . We have the following Lebesgue decomposition theorem which is due to Rickart [9] and Uhl [14] : The previous decomposition theorems can be proven by a Stone space argument. For the details, see [14] and [4] .
Vector measures in a Banach lattice
Throughout this section, suppose that E is an order complete Banach lattice. 
Proof.
•
For a large class of Banach lattices, we shall now study the decomposition properties of vector measures of bounded variation. The following representation theorem for vector measures of bounded variation in a Banach lattice having property (P) will be essential in all further investigations of this section: 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose E has property (P). Then the class bva{^, E) is an order complete Banach lattice for the norm \\-\\(Q) and an ideal in oba(^,E), and the restriction of 3F is an isometric vector lattice isomorphism of bva(2F, E) onto ^?'(D, E). In particular,

4.1.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following general Jordan decomposition theorem [11]: Corollary 4.3. Suppose E has property (P). Then each vector measure \i e bva(^, E) is the difference of two orthogonal positive vector measures in bva(^, E). Moreover, the decomposition is unique and given by n = n + -n~•
Since XL-spaces and, more generally, KB-spuces have property (P), the previous result generalizes the Jordan decomposition theorems obtained by Diestel and Faires [3] and by Faires and Morrison [5] . This generalization is a proper one since dual Banach lattices and order complete /4M-spaces with unit have property (P). The Jordan decomposition of vector measures in an AM-sp&ce will be discussed in Section 5. • In general, however, the Banach lattice bva{3F, E) need not inherit the properties of E. For example, there exists a /CB-space E such that, for the <r-algebra & consisting of all Borel subsets of the interval [0,1], the Banach lattice bva(^, E) fails to be order continuous and thus cannot be a KB-sp&ce; see Talagrand [13] . Furthermore, the class bva(jF, E) can be strictly smaller than oba(^, E). More precisely, the ideal bva(^, E) may fail to be a o--ideal in oba(3?, E), as can be seen from the following Example 4.5: 
.2, bva(!F(A), E) is a Banach lattice for the norm || • \\{A), which yields
Thus we have | | |^| | | = ||A'||> and the equivalence of (b) and (c) now follows from the equivalence of (a) and (c), applied to the vector measure \n\ e bva(S?, E).
The following result can be proven by using similar arguments:
Lemma 4.7. Suppose E has property (P). Then, for each vector measure \i e bva{^, E), the following are equivalent:
(a) n is purely finitely additive.
(b) \fi\ is purely finitely additive. (c) \\n\\ is purely finitely additive.
We can now improve the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition theorem:
Theorem 4.8. Suppose E has property (P). Then the classes bvca{!F, E) and bvpfa(^, E), are order complete Banach lattices and projection bands in bva{3F, E), and bva(^, E) is the direct sum of bvca{2F, E) and bvpfa{fF, E). In particular, the associated band projections are continuous, and if fiebva(^,E) has the decomposition /i = ^1 + / i 2 , with fi 1 ebvca(^',E) and H 2 ebvpfa(^,E), then \n\ = \n x \ + \n 2 \ and IMHKIMNI-
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.6, the class bvca{!F, E) is a Banach lattice and an ideal in bva(!F, E).
If {n y e bvca(lF, E) | y e F} is a family of positive vector measures which are bounded above by 4>ebvca(&,E), then /i: = sup r^y exists in bva(^,E). From O^/ i^0 and the ideal property of bvca(^, E), it follows that /z is countably additive. Thus bvca(3F, E) is an order complete Banach lattice, and the same is true for bvpfa{3F, E). By Theorem 3.
3, the ideals bvca(^,E) and bvpfa(^,E) are complementary ideals in bva(^,E).
Since , E) is order complete, these complementary ideals are even projection bands, and ) is the direct sum of bvca(^,E) and bvpfa{^,E). The continuity of the associated band projections is due to the fact that bva(^, E) is a Banach lattice.
Corollary 4.9. Suppose E is a KB-space. If n is a vector measure in bva(^,E), then (a) fi is countably additive if and only if fi is order countably additive, and (b) fi is purely finitely additive if and only if \i is order purely finitely additive.
Proof. Note that E is an order continuous Banach lattice having property (P).
By the Jordan decomposition, we may and do assume that n is positive.
If (i is countably additive, then it is order countably additive, by [10; Lemma II.5.8]. Conversely, if /i is order countably additive, then it is countably additive since E is order continuous.
If ft is purely finitely additive and $ is a vector measure in obca{!F, E) satisfying |</>|^/z, then we have ||0||^||/i||, hence </ > = 0, which means that y. is order purely finitely additive. Conversely, if \i is order purely finitely additive, then \i A | (/>| = 0 holds for all (j) e bvca(^, E) £i obca{^, E), by (a), which means that n is purely finitely additive, by Theorem 4.8.
Thus, for a vector measure of bounded variation in a XB-space, the Yosida-Hewitt band decomposition and the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition are the same.
Let us now study the Lebesgue decomposition. For the remainder of this section, let k e ba(J*", U) be a fixed (real-valued) bounded additive set function.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose E has property (P). Then, for each vector measure p. e bva{3F, E),
the following are equivalent:
(c) \\n\\ is X-continuous.
Lemma 4.11. Suppose E has property (P). Then, for each vector measure iiebva[3^,¥), the following are equivalent:
(a) n is X-singular.
(b) \n\ is X-singular.
(c) 11^| | us X-singular.
These two results can be proven in the same way as Lemma 4.6, and the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4.8 also yield the following improved Lebesgue decomposition theorem:
Theorem 4.12. Suppose E has property (P). Then the classes bva^{3^, E) and ) are order complete Banach lattices and projection bands in bva(^,E), and , E) is the direct sum of bva* 0^, E) and bva^i^, E). In particular, the associated band projections are continuous, and if nebva(^,E)
has the decomposition /i = / with HiBbva^^,^) and n 2 ebva^{&,E), then \n\ = \p 1 
{^,E).
N o w it follows from Theorem 4.12 that n is continuous, which proves (b).
N o w suppose that the dimension of E is equal to one. Then the modulus a n d the variation of a vector measure in bva(^, E) coincide, which means that the implications in (a) and (b) can be reversed.
Finally, suppose that the dimension of E is greater than one. Then E fails to be totally ordered, a n d it follows from the subsequent Example 4.14 that there exists an algebra â nd a vector measure Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is well-known, and the equivalence of (b) and (c) is obvious.
• Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is immediate from the Hahn decomposition of -IUIL and the equivalence of (b) and (c) is obvious.
• Thus, for a countably additive vector measure fi of bounded variation on a a-algebra J 5 " and in a KB-sp&ce E (which is super Dedekind complete and has property (P)), the Lebesgue null-set decomposition of fi with respect to </ > e bvca(^, E) and the Lebesgue decomposition of n with respect to ||0|| are the same.
We finally remark that the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition theorem and the Lebesgue decomposition theorem can be refined for bands in bva(^,E) in the same way as explained in Section 2.
Remarks
In the Jordan decomposition theorem for vector measures of bounded variation, it is not sufficient to assume that the Banach lattice E is order complete. This can be seen from the following Example 5.1: has a Jordan decomposition in bvai^J" 0 ) since f°° is an order complete AM-space with unit and therefore has property (P).
More generally, in order complete AM-spaces with unit, the Jordan decomposition theorem can be extended to the class of all bounded vector measures: In order to complete the discussion of the Jordan decomposition for vector measures in an AM-space, we include two further results.
A vector measure n e a( J*", E) has relatively compact range if the set {fi{A) | A e J 5 "} is relatively compact. Let cpa(&, E) denote the class of all vector measures of relatively compact range-in a(#", E).
Let jf"(ED, E) denote the Banach space of all compact operators B->E, endowed with the operator norm.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose E is an AM-space. Then the class cpa(!F, E) is a Banach lattice for the norm |||-|||(Q), and the restriction of 9C is an isometric vector lattice isomorphism of (, E) onto JT(D, E).
Proof. It is not hard to verify that a bounded vector measure has relatively compact range if and only if its representing linear operator is compact. Since E is an AM-space, the class Jf"(D, E), endowed with the canonical order and the operator norm, is a Banach lattice; see [10; Theorem IV.4.6 Corollary 2].
• can be used to establish the existence of a Jordan decomposition for countably additive vector measures in c 0 which are defined on the ff-algebra consisting of all subsets of Q; for the details, see Diestel and Faires [3] and Faires and Morrison [5] . A result which is closely related to Corollary 5.4 was also given by Niculescu [7] .
In a Banach lattice E having property (P), the projections associated with the YosidaHewitt decomposition of bva(SF, E) are orthogonal (with respect to the order of E) and they are unique-nearest-point maps (with respect to the variation norm || • ||(£2)). In fact, if n = ii l +n 2 is the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition of n e bva(!F, E), with ii^ebvca^, E) and fi 2 ebvpfa(^,E), then we have |^t x | A |/I 2 | = 0-Moreover, for all (j)ebvca(^,E), the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition of \JL -<f> is given by n -(j) = (fi 1 -<f>) + fi 2 > wh'ich yields by Theorem 4.8. Thus we have ||/i-/i 1 ||(fi) = inf iK . a(^-iE) ||/i -0||(Q). The previous inequality also reveals that <j> = Hi holds for all <p e bvca(J*, E) satisfying \\fi -<p\\(Q) = \\fj. -H 1 \\(£l). Therefore, the projection bva(?F, E)-»bvca(^, E) is a unique-nearest-point map, and the same is true for the projection bva(^,E)-ybvpfa(^,E). In the case where E is a Banach space, the relationship between the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition and some type of orthogonality and optimal approximation was also studied by Bilyeu and Lewis [1] . Let cpca(^,E) denote the class of all countably additive vector measures in cpa(^, E). A vector measure n e cpa(?F, E) is purely finitely additive if e' o /i e bvpfa(!F, U) holds for each e'eE'; this definition is in accordance with the definition given in Section 3. By the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition theorem of Uhl [14] , each vector measure in cpa(^, E) is the sum of a vector measure in cpca(^, E) and a purely finitely additive vector measure in cpa(^, E), and the decomposition is unique. Recall that a vector x e E is James orthogonal to yeE if Banach space HI is smooth if, for each heH satisfying = inf R ||x + ay||, and that a = 1, there exists a unique h'eH' satisfying ||/J'|| = /J'(/I) = 1. Bilyeu and Lewis [1] proved the following result: It appears, however, that in this result the role of purely finitely additive vector
